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INTRODUCTION 
Colorado Springs Diversity Forum was founded to create opportunity for our citizens and 

businesses to recognize and appreciate the rich diversity in our community, to communicate 

that appreciation to those inside and outside our community, and to demonstrate the value of 

inclusiveness. 

Our Mission:  

connect, include, engage 
 
 
Our Vision: 

EVERYBODY WELCOME 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Diversity Definition and Philosophy 1 
 
 
Diversity is the variety of attributes, backgrounds, cultures and ideas brought by individuals to 

any situation. 

 

A healthy community requires an inclusive climate built on the foundation of trust and respect 

for individual assets, talents and perspectives. 

 

Diversity and inclusion2 add significant value to our organizations and community by maximizing 

everyone’s contribution to a shared quality of life.  

 

Email us at Info@cospdiversityforum.org 

 
 
 

                                                
1 Adapted from the City of Colorado Springs Diversity Definition 
2 a.k.a. “tolerance”, as in the work of Richard Florida 
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How To Use This Guide 
 
This guide is recommended as a starting point for examining your existing culture and for 
finding ways to foster a more diverse and inclusive environment within your business. We 
recommend it is re-visited periodically for continuous improvement.  

 
The Resource Guide Road Map 
 
These are the major steps your business might take as it maps its way to a more 
successful diversity culture. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

          

Step Three 
Determining the 

Benefits of 
Fostering 
Diversity 

Step Two 
Defining 

Diversity for 
Your 

Organization 

Step One 
Recognizing 
Your Diverse 

Culture  

Step Four 
Putting 

Diversity Ideas 
in Action 

 START HERE   

Step Seven  
Action Planning 
and Next Steps 

 
Step Five 

Measuring Your 
Success 

 
Step Six 
Selecting 

Appropriate 
Resources 

 
You are on your way 
to fostering a more 

diverse culture! 

Congratulations  
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The truth is you already have a diverse workforce- embrace it!  
 
The diversity in your individual workforce might include:  
 

§ Age 

§ Economic Status 

§ Educational Experience 

§ Gender/Gender expression 

§ Job descriptions/Positions within the company 

§ Learning Disabilities 

§ Length of Service 

§ Life/Work  Experience 

§ Marital Status 

§ Mental Health Disabilities 

§ Military Service 

§ Nationality 

§ Parental Status 

§ Physical Disabilities 

§ Race 

§ Religious beliefs 

§ Sexual Orientation 

§ Values 

 
 
 

I’m a small business…what will it cost?  
 
 
 
Creating or fostering a diverse culture is a small investment for a big return!  

It doesn’t have to cost a lot of money (see ideas pages 13-17) but employees, vendors, 

and suppliers will feel more valued, more connected and more invested in making your 

company successful.   

CREATING A DIVERSE CULTURE 
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DIVERSITY encourages… 

                                                                       
•  Increased creativity 
•  Improved problem solving 
•  Increased productivity 
•  Reduced interpersonal conflict 
•  Top quality teamwork  

 
 
Increased Creativity – Creativity increases when people with different ways of solving difficult 

problems work together toward a common solution.  The more ideas you obtain from different 

people, the more likely you are to develop solutions that will appeal to a larger, more varied 

client base. 

 

Improved Problem-Solving – A wide range of solutions can result when people with different 

ideas come together and collaborate.  Diverse ways of approaching problems can cultivate 

more innovative solutions and a variety of action plans. 

 

Increased Productivity – Productivity increases exponentially when people of all cultures work 

together toward a shared goal.  A wide array of perspectives, abilities and experience lends 

itself to expanded outcomes and improved organizational performance. 

 

Reduced Interpersonal Conflict / Top Quality Teamwork –Workplace diversity, when 

leveraged, enables people from various backgrounds to communicate more effectively – and 

respectfully – with a broad spectrum of multicultural clients. Inclusive attitudes can greatly 

reduce interpersonal conflict and improve teamwork as we accept, appreciate and adapt to 

differences in culture, religion, gender, work space preferences, behavioral styles, experiences, 

beliefs, etc.   
 

 

                                       
   “I own a small, local business… WHY is it important for me 

                                      to foster diversity?” 
 

Colorado Springs is a multicultural community, and whether you interpret diversity as ethnicity, 

cultural heritage, religion, gender, physical ability, economic status, language, sexual 

orientation, age – the list is endless – the truth remains that multihued demographics are a 

fact of business life.  Any company that hopes to be competitive in the marketplace must come 

to terms with diversity both inside and outside the organization. 

 

 

 
 

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF  
FOSTERING DIVERSITY? 

                                                                     
“The diversity of our    

                                                                                                                   
employees is the ingredient for  

                                                                                                                             
success that sets Intel apart.” 

                                                                                                   
Diversity Vision, Intel,  
Colorado Springs 
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§ List 1-5 benefits to fostering diversity in your business. 

       Example:  Employees will feel valued for their unique contributions. 
 
  1. 

  2. 

  3. 

  4. 

  5. 

 

§ How diverse are your employees? Brainstorm a list of differences in your 
workplace.  

                     Think about diversity in broad terms of ethnicity, income, parental status,  
     sexual orientation, length of service, military service, age, gender, race, religion,  
     life experiences, work styles, etc.  
 
 
 
 

§ How diverse and inclusive could my organization be? Are there any barriers to 
making my culture more diverse and inclusive? How can I overcome those 
barriers? 

 
 
 
 
 

§ Who are your customers? What are some characteristics and demographics of 
your customer base?  
Example: Retirees, Hispanics, Women, Homeowners, etc. 
 
 
 
 
 

   
 

§ Do you provide different products and/or services to a diverse customer base? 
If so, how? If not, why not? Also, do you market your products and/or services 
differently to the diverse customer base you serve? If so, how? If not, why not?  

 
 
 
 
 
 

§ Are there diverse markets for your products and services that you have not yet 
tapped? What are they?  

 
 
 

FOSTERING DIVERSITY WORKSHEET 
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§ Remember you’re not in business alone. When you own a business you are at the 
center of a web of relationships with your customers, vendors, suppliers and 
partners. List 3-5 benefits to building more diverse relationships with your 
vendors, suppliers and partners.   

                    Example:  Building relationships with a wider network of vendors/suppliers  
                   will help us find the most appropriate products for a broader customer base  
                   and give us a competitive edge.  
   

  1. 

  2. 

  3. 

4. 

5. 

 
 
 

Action Plan:  
 
Note: There are many ways to foster diversity and inclusion in the work place. For example, some 

companies hold “diversity days” where employees share fun and meaningful aspects of their own culture 

like traditional food, music and dress. You might also make a list of the contractors, vendors and 

suppliers who serve your business then determine what diversity is represented there. You might 

evaluate positions in your organization to assure that people of varying age, race, gender, etc. are 

represented at all levels or you may simply hold a conversation about diversity at your next staff meeting.  

 
I will commit to the following actions to foster diversity in my workplace… 
 
 

Action Who When Status Results 
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Reflections 
 
Reflect on what you’ve learned about the benefits of fostering diversity and inclusion in your business. 
Ask yourself questions such as:  
*Because of what I learned, what might I do differently in my business or on my team? 
* What will be my biggest challenge? 
* What action can I take now?  
*A year from now, what do I hope will be different because of what I learned? 
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               “We need not only to think differently, but to act differently” – 
                                 From the Booz Allen Hamilton diversity statement 

 
 

§ How do you (personally) define diversity?  
 
 
 
 
 

§ How does your organization define diversity? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

§ What are the gaps between your personal perception of diversity, and how your 
organization demonstrates diversity? 

 
 
 
 
 
 

§ What actions could you take to address those gaps?  
 
 
 

 
 

Action Plan:  
 
I will commit to the following actions to foster diversity in my workplace… 

Action Who When Status Results 

 
 
 

    

WHAT IS DIVERSITY? 
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Diversity means variety.  At the Diversity Forum, we believe that variety in perspectives, 
experience, backgrounds, etc., can offer real benefits to the community and the organizations 
growing there. Although some people still define diversity in terms of race and gender, it can 
mean so much more. While these are two very important aspects of diversity, there are other 
ways in which we vary. We might experience barriers between co-workers due to cultural, 
educational, functional, regional, or even style differences that can result in communication 
problems, conflicts and other distractions that impact an organization's success. Recognizing 
our differences, but also finding similarities, allows us to make more unique and expanded 
contributions. These similarities allow us to find common ground and enable us to effectively 
work together to meet business goals.  
 
Inclusion is an extension of diversity, allowing not only for differences, but actively fostering a 
greater and more authentic sense of unity. Inclusion is about breaking down the barriers of 
difference and encouraging cooperation, collaboration and appreciation. An inclusive 
environment promotes human and social development by creating both the feeling and the 
reality of belonging.  
 
Successfully fostering diversity and inclusion can result in increased creativity, better problem-
solving, improved productivity, reduction in interpersonal conflict, and improved teamwork. 
Valuing diversity means acknowledging that other people, other races, other voices, and other 
cultures have as much integrity and as much claim on the world as you do. It is the recognition 
that there are other ways of seeing the world, solving problems, and working together.  
 
From a business perspective, fostering diversity and inclusion is valuable because it means an 
organization is tapping into the highest potential of its employees. Managing diversity means 
promoting inclusion, creating an environment where differences are valued, and in which each 
employee can grow both personally, and professionally.  Companies that effectively manage 
diversity recognize that it is not enough to hire employees from underrepresented groups; they 
must also provide an environment where all employees are supported and valued. 
 
One of the most important steps toward implementing a plan to promote diversity and 
inclusion in any business is the creation of a definition of diversity unique to that organization.  
 
For example:  At XYZ company, we believe that diversity and inclusion are key drivers of creativity, productivity, 
innovation and service.   By creating a diverse, inclusive environment we provide every employee with opportunities 
to realize their full potential.   We are committed to fostering an inclusive environment in which the unique aspects 
of each employee are valued and respected.  Having a workforce that closely mirrors the marketplace allows us to 
better understand and serve the needs of an increasingly diverse customer base.  A diverse and inclusive workforce 
provides the strategic advantage to successfully conduct business in multicultural marketplaces. 

 
Now, review your responses to the questions on Page 10. Have you learned anything new about 
yourself or your company in relation to the ideas presented above?   

 
Yes!  I learned… 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
No, I don’t understand… 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 

UNDERSTANDING AND EMBRACING DIVERSITY  
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Reflections 
 

Reflect on what you’ve learned about the definition of diversity and inclusion in your business, and for you 
as an individual. Ask yourself questions such as:  
 
*Would I feel comfortable expanding my personal definition of diversity and inclusion? 
* Is my personal definition of diversity in alignment with my company’s interpretation of diversity? 
* How might I help someone else feel more valued in the workplace? 
*A year from now, what do I hope will be different because of what I learned? 
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Here are some ideas to get you started on your action plan.  Many of these ideas are 
inexpensive and easy to implement, but they promote diversity, networking, work-life 

balance and help increase awareness.  
 
 

1. Hold brown bag “lunch and learns” on various diversity issues. These might be 
discussions, presentations on a wide-variety of diversity topics or “diverse” movie 
subjects. See suggestions in the resource section of this guide.  

2. Hold “cultural cuisine” potlucks celebrating the foods of your staff’s cultures and 
backgrounds.  You might even target particular cultures/ethnicities and sponsor 
cooking contests around specific foods such as salsa, pasta or stir-fry. Consider 
donating proceeds to charities that support your diversity initiatives.  

3. Create a diversity book club discussion group. Consider using some of the book 
suggestions in the resource section of this guide.  

4. Have a “family day” at work. Keep in mind that your staff is made of up of lots of 
different “families”  whether they be traditional married, domestic partners, single 
parent, parents with children and parents childless by choice, etc. 

5. Secure a copy of Tools for Respecting Differences, a resource guide from the Anti-
Defamation League, Mountain States Regional Office. www.adl.org 

o There are great tips for creating a more positive environment in your 
community, schools and workplace. 

o Has an extensive calendar of observances (pages 38-47) which is helpful in 
fostering diversity and enhancing mutual respect and understanding of the 
ethnic, religious, cultural events that are important to us. Remember to consult 
that calendar when planning work events.  

6. Sponsor a “colleagues other life” series. Remember that your peers and employees 
are more than the sums of their resumes or job descriptions. Champion a program 
with “guest speakers” and use that time to learn about your co-workers’ other 
interests, experiences, beliefs outside of work.   

7. Celebrate cultural awareness months - plan  programs and events around Black 
History Month (February),  National Women’s History Month (March), Asian-Pacific 
Heritage Month (May),  Gay Pride Month (June), National Hispanic Heritage Month 
(Sept 15-Oct 15),  LGBT History Month (October) ,   National Disability Employment 
Awareness Month (October) , National American Indian Month (November).  

8. Sponsor an employee creativity day – hold an exhibition of the diverse talents within 
your company – invite dancers, actors, writers, painters, poets, cooks, crafters, wood-
workers, etc to exhibit and sell their work and donate proceeds to charities that 
support your diversity initiatives.  Consider taking this a step farther by inviting the 
community to participate - for example, the homeless youth at Urban Peak are bursting 
with talent and you will learn about another aspect of the diversity of experiences in our 
community.   

9. Provide the opportunity for your employees to trade a few hours of work time for 
community service. Tie that service to your company mission or values - there are 
hundreds of volunteer opportunities that will help you give back, make a difference and 
learn more about others.  

DIVERSITY IDEAS IN ACTION 
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10. Subscribe to DiversityInc, an on-line magazine for topics to discuss and ideas to 
implement.  

11. Hold small group discussions about “taboo” topics. Exploring experiences and ideas 
outside your own comfort zone can broaden your understanding.  

12. Offer diversity awareness workshops. As sensitive issues can arise, we recommend 
you have a trained diversity facilitator to conduct these workshops. See the resource 
section for suggestions.  

13. Offer other trainings that address non-traditional diversity topics such as learning 
styles, behavioral styles, work styles and generational issues. See the resource section 
for potential facilitators.  

14. Allow your staff to participate in community activities periodically. For example, it 
promotes diversity when we learn about the differences in the political environment by 
attending council meetings, political rallies, school board meetings, or city planning 
meetings - particularly if we listen with understanding for the “other side”.  

15. Create workplace forums or employee resource groups- places where different groups 
can learn about each other.  Consider diverse groups such as Armed Services, African- 
American, Hispanic, Arab-American, Single Parents, Autism, Cancer Survivors, 
Disabilities, Latin American, Women in Leadership, or LGBT. 

16. Create cross functional work teams that address specific organizational issues such 
as a multi-generational work team or a work team that addresses appearance bias.  
By working together to solve organizational issues you will also raise consciousness on 
all types of diversity.   

17.  Provide diversity quotes/messages through banners, posters, company intra-nets, 
messages from the President/CEO/Director of HR, etc. 

18. Participate in a community sponsored mentorship program.  
19. Sponsor minority/diversity related internship programs. 
20. Provide inspirational moments - invite speakers into your company from organizations 

such as COPE or TESSA. 
21. Sponsor diversity days where employees may dress in ways that reflect their traditional 

culture.   
22. Hold essay contests - “What does diversity mean to you?” or “What did I learn last year 

about diversity?”, etc.  
23. Evaluate positions in your organization, especially if they are underrepresented by 

visible minorities and women.   
24. Participate in career days at local university ,job fairs, military centers and the Pikes 

Peak Workforce Center.  
25. Create an interview panel to show and support the variety within your organization.  
26. Create holiday celebrations such as a Thanksgiving dinner acknowledging the many 

foods that the Native Americans have contributed to our diet. Invite members of an 
Indian tribe as honored guests and feature a speaker on current Native American 
issues. You might refer to the calendar of observances fromTools for Respecting 
Differences from www.adl.org for other holiday observations.  

27. Take part in a “story-telling” session and local members of the community share 
personal stories on war, immigration, disabilities, homelessness or other relevant 
diversity experiences 

28. Make a list of all the contractors, vendors and suppliers. that serve your business. 
Determine how many of them represent ownership by minorities or women.  Provide 
incentives to those organizations who actively promote diversity and inclusion.  

29. Conduct a survey to learn whether any businesses or non-profits that hire the disabled 
might provide you with goods or services.  

30. Secure a copy of 101 Ways to Celebrate Diversity from www.progroupinc.com 
31. Use diversity exercises to stimulate discussion or serve as meeting openers and 

energizers. See examples at end of this section.  
32. Add your own……… 
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Exercises: 
 
 
These are a couple examples of exercises you might use to stimulate awareness and 
discussion about diversity issues, however, the most productive diversity programs and 
discussions require trained facilitators. (Some local options are listed on page 24)  
 
 

When interacting as a group it is important to remember 
that all discussion is valid and of interest towards  

building an inclusive environment. 
 

Here are some ground rules to consider:   
 

 
 

When Asking Questions…. 
 

• Be specific 
• Show concern about how your question will be received 
• Ask open-ended questions to get more expansive answers 
• Be responsible for your thoughts and feelings – don’t take responses 

personally 
• Show respect for a person’s decision not to answer your question 
 
 
 
 

When Responding to Questions… 
 

• Listen without interrupting 
• Refrain from defensive behavior or language 
• Communicate if you are uncomfortable answering a question 
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1. Diversity Thoughts 

 
Directions: Hold a discussion by asking the following questions. This may also be used  
as a pre or post training questionnaire/assessment.  
 
1. How do you define diversity? 
2. How does your personal definition differ from the Diversity Forum’s definition on 

page 2 or your organization’s definition?  
3. What actions can you take to make this company more diverse and inclusive?  
4. What types of diversity are present in your organization? 
5. What are some ways you can ask people how they want to be treated? 
6. What are some ways you can listen more effectively? 

 
 
 
 

2. Meet and Greet  
Use for introductions or to help participants discover common traits and individual 
differences. 

 
Equipment 
None, however, you may provide paper/pens so teams can record their answers  
 
Time 
Approximately 15 minutes 
 
Set-up and Instructions  
 
o Tell participants they will have two minutes to go around the room and introduce 

themselves to as many people as possible.  
o After two minutes, instruct them to get into groups of three people. 
o Their assignment in the next two minutes is to find at least three distinctive 

things they have in common. The only rule is that the three things can not be 
job related. Ask them to find the three things as soon as they can & when their 
group has their three commonalities, they should take three additional minutes 
to discover 2 unique differences of each individual. Tell the groups to shout out 
when they have their three commonalities and one difference identified.  

o Provide token prizes to the team that gets done first.  When all teams have 
finished, ask: 

o Did you have difficulty finding things you had in common? 
o How about your differences?  
o Did you discover some startling or surprising information about the 

others that perhaps you didn’t know?  
o What general conclusions can you draw around the fact that we may 

look similar but aren’t the same? 
o What general conclusions can you draw around the fact that we may 

look different and are the same?  
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  Reflections 
 
Reflect on what you’ve learned regarding how to put diversity ideas into action.  Ask yourself questions 
such as:  
 
*  Am I willing to step out of my comfort zone in order to better understand someone else? 
*  How do I feel when I sense I’m not being fully valued as a human being? 
*  Why is it important that I appreciate my co-worker’s background? 
*  Do I practice respect for diversity when I go home to my family? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Action Plan:  
 
I will commit to using the following ideas in the next six months to help foster diversity in my 
workplace… 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Idea How When Status Results 
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Learning to foster diversity and inclusion requires recognition that challenges exist and sometimes 
create barriers to effective personal and organizational performance. You might use this checklist 
as a discussion tool to raise awareness of the perceptions that exist in your organization or simply 
as a checklist to increase your understanding of some of the workplace issues you should work to 
address.   

 
Diversity Awareness Checklist  

 
 

PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE AND AWARENESS: 
 
Yes No  

  I feel uncomfortable communicating with people for whom English is a second language. 

  I honor and support religious holidays that fall outside the parameters of my personal faith. 

  I invite new employees to join me for lunch, in order to help them feel welcome. 

  I express my values and beliefs openly. 

  I worry that older employees may be intimidated by fast-paced, technological duties. 

  I encourage others to share their cultural background, and thank them for sharing. 

  I respect and appreciate authenticity in another person, even if they don’t agree with me. 

  I listen respectfully when my co-workers share their values and beliefs. 

  I feel awkward when the majority of people around me are not of my ethnic background. 

  Gay and lesbian lifestyles are hard for me to understand. 

  I sometimes feel awkward dealing with people who have a physical disability. 

  A co-worker’s respect means a lot to me. 

 

ORGANIZATIONAL  AWARENESS: 

Yes No  

  Our organization’s staff reflects the diversity of our community. 

  We have difficulty recruiting and/or retaining employees from diverse backgrounds. 

  Architectural or structural barriers limit access to our facility. 

  Ethnic, racial, gender slurs and/or jokes are openly discouraged. 

  We offer bilingual services to our customers. 

  Our organization collaborates with diverse groups of people. 

  We strive to utilize a diverse pool of service providers. 

  Upper management personnel is diverse, and representative of a variety of populations. 

  A variety of cultural/religious holidays are taken into consideration when scheduling meetings. 

  We cultivate an environment that is welcoming and inclusive of all people. 

  As an organization, we contribute time and/or funds to programs that promote diversity. 

  We implement flexible work schedules to accommodate the needs of valuable employees. 

HOW DO YOU MEASURE SUCCESS? 
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Diversity Assessment  
 
A diversity assessment will help you examine your company’s policies and procedures, and determine  
whether equality is being practiced, and discrimination eliminated. To ensure that you get an accurate 
assessment, it’s important that you are honest in your answers.  
We recommend its use as a pre and post assessment to help you examine how your organization is 
doing before you begin using this diversity resource guide and later on to check your progress.  
 
Example:   
 
When hiring do you: 
Yes  Sometimes      No  

          1. Actively seek applications from a wide ethnic range of candidates? 
          2. Offer applicants a copy of your company’s nondiscrimination policy? 
          3. Assess the candidate’s application based upon their experience, knowledge 

    and competencies rather than their characteristics and background? 
          4. Offer applicants information regarding your company’s employee  

    demographics? 
Total: 
Yes    Sometimes     No  
 1      2        1       
 
 
 
When hiring does your company: 
 
Yes   Sometimes    No  

          1. Actively seek applications from a wide ethnic range of candidates? 
          2. Offer applicants a copy of your company’s nondiscrimination policy? 
          3. Assess the candidate’s application based upon their experience, knowledge 

    and competencies rather than their characteristics and background? 
          4. Recruit from diverse groups, taking proactive steps to address under- 

    representation? 
          5. Advertise in publications that specifically target minority populations? 

 
Total: 
Yes    Sometimes   No  
____   _____     ____ 
 
 
Does your company counter discrimination in the workplace by: 
 
Yes  Sometimes    No 

          1. Providing diversity training? 
          2. Incorporating equal opportunities and diversity practices into daily activities? 
          3. Offering fair and equal development opportunities to all employees? 
          4. Providing representation of women at all levels? 
          5. Attaining a workforce that is representative of the community it serves? 
          6. Offering fair and equal benefits to all employees? 

 
 
Total: 
Yes    Sometimes   No  
____   _____     ____ 

Date:  ______________ 
Total Yes:  __________ 
Total S/T:  __________ 
Total No:  ___________ 
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Does your company: 
 
Yes   Sometimes    No 

          1. Actively reach out to a multicultural consumer base? 
          2. Forge relationships with minority owned businesses? 
          3. Have innovative promotional programs that encourage a wide variety of  

    populations to connect with our company? 
          4. Practice diversity and inclusion within all levels of the organization? 
          5. Strive to expand its supplier base diversity? 

 
Total: 
Yes    Sometimes   No  
____   _____     ____ 
 
 
When it comes to communication, our management team is: 
 
Yes   Sometimes    No 

          1. Patient with people who have trouble speaking/understanding English.  
          2. Values face-to-face opportunities that enable them to interpret body l  l 

    language. 
          3. Helps employees learn to express themselves more effectively. 
          4. Refrains from talking negatively about people when they aren’t present. 
          5. Makes an effort to provide bilingual services in order to improve customer  

    service or staff relations. 
Total: 
Yes    Sometimes   No  
____   _____     ____ 
 
 
In order to promote diversity, our company: 
 
Yes    Sometimes  No 

          1. Is proactive in recognizing and developing each employee’s highest potential.  
          2. Actively pursues innovation and creativity from all employees. 
          3. Ensures consistency when valuing employees’ experience and competency. 
          4 Encourages open dialogue when challenges arise. 
          5. Demonstrates awareness and sensitivity to diversity issues. 

 
Total: 
Yes    Sometimes   No  
____   _____     ____ 
 
 
Our employees represent: 
 
Yes    Sometimes   No 

          1. More than three ethnic populations.  
          2. The LGBT (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender) communities. 
          3. More than three varieties of religious/faith-based practices. 
          4. A wide range of age groups and experience levels. 
          5. A portion of our community with physical disabilities. 

 
Total: 
Yes    Sometimes   No  
____   _____     ____ 
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Our company/organizational leadership demonstrates: 
 
Yes   Sometimes   No 

          1. An understanding of the principles of diversity, fairness and justice. 
          2. Ongoing personal development in diversity awareness. 
          3. Collaboration with mentors/consultants who have proven knowledge and 

    experience in the areas of inclusivity and diversity appreciation. 
          4. A commitment to take the necessary steps to eradicate any structural 

    discriminatory practices with relation to employee opportunities and  
    benefits. 

          5. Visible support for all employees both in the workplace, and in the community. 
 
Total: 
Yes    Sometimes   No  
____   _____     ____ 
 
 
Our company understands that: 
 
Yes    Sometimes    No 

          1. Cultivating and demonstrating diversity gives us a competitive advantage. 
          2. Our greatest resource is a diverse work force. 
          3. By broadening our recruitment base, we expand our productivity base. 
          4. Employees with different ways of thinking, and different ways of perceiving 

    the world, are employees who create innovative solutions. 
          5. Difference is not an obstacle to be managed; rather it’s an opportunity to  

    connect and network more effectively. 
 
Total: 
Yes    Sometimes   No  
____   _____     ____ 
 
 
 
NEXT: 
 
For benchmark purposes, tally the total number of Yes, Sometimes, and No answers.  Document them 
in the space below, and for quick future reference, copy these results in the information box that 
appears in the top right corner of Page 1.   
 
Sum Totals:  (Collective sum of all sections) 
Yes    Sometimes   No  
____   _____     ____ 
 
 
 
Yes  = Extent to which your company is demonstrating an appreciation for diversity. 
Sometimes = Extent to which your company is exploring growth and greater awareness. 
No  = Extent to which your company has room for improving its inclusive practices. 
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Sample Facilities Checklist 
Use this sample checklist as a starting place for creating a facilities checklist unique to your business or 

organization.  Do a walk-through of your facility, and challenge yourself to view it with an objective eye, 
taking note of any areas that may present a barrier to potential visitors/customers. 

 
Agree    Disagree       Does   
          Not  
         Apply 

 
 
1 2 3 4 5            The facility is easily accessible to the population it serves. 
 
1 2 3 4 5            There is convenient access to public transportation. 
 
1 2 3 4 5                          The facility offers flexible hours of operation. 
 
1 2 3 4 5             Systems/structures allow ease of access for physically 
       challenged individuals. 
 
1 2 3 4 5       The facility appearance is safe and inviting for people 
      from different cultural backgrounds. 
 
1 2 3 4 5       Parking area has adequate lighting at night 
 
1 2 3 4 5                         There are parking facilities for the physically challenged. 
 
1 2 3 4 5       The facility is wheelchair accessible. 
 
1 2 3 4 5       Drinking fountains/sinks are accessible to the physically 
      challenged. 
 
1 2 3 4 5       The facility offers all-gender restrooms. 
 
1 2 3 4 5       Fire escape routes are easily accessible for the physically 
      challenged. 
 
1 2 3 4 5       Staff is able to adequately serve linguistically diverse  
      individuals. 
 
1 2 3 4 5       Information materials are available in the languages of 
      the population served. 
 
1 2 3 4 5       Interior design of facility reflects cultural backgrounds 
      of community and populations served. (e.g. artwork, 
      photographs, calendars, etc.) 
 
1 2 3 4 5       Facility showcases items created/produced in local 
      community by populations served. 
 
1 2 3 4 5       Facility offers both private and community space. 
 
1 2 3 4 5       Periodicals, magazines, or other reading materials for 
      the public embrace diversity. 
 
1 2 3 4 5       Facility includes library or resource collection for staff 
      that includes materials on diversity and cultural 
      competence. 
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Below are some suggested resources you might find useful as you move forward on your 
action plan.  
 
 

If you want to read and discuss books on diversity issues 
Books:  
 
 
Business  

o A Million Reasons: Why I Fought for the Rights of the Disabled, by Alan Labonte 
o A Peacock in the Land of Penguins by K. Blanchard, B. J. Hately, B. Hately and S. Weiss 
o Beyond Race and Gender by R. Thomas 
o Building a House for Diversity by R. Thomas 
o Competing Globally, Mastering Multicultural Management and Negotiation (Managing 

Cultural Differences), by Farid Elashmawi, Ph.D. 
o Developing Competency to Manage Diversity by T. Cox, Jr. and R. Beale.  
o Generations at Work: Managing the Clash of Veterans, Boomers, Xers and Nexters in Your 

Workplace, by Ron Zemke 
o Debating Affirmative Action: Race, Gender, Ethnicity and the Politics of Inclusion, by Nicolaus 

Mills 
o Diversity: Leaders not Labels, by Stedman Graham 
o Handbook of Workplace Diversity by A. Konrad, P. Prasad and P. Pringle  
o Hiring the Best Knowledge Workers, Techies and Nerds: The Secrets & Science of Hiring 

Technical People, by Johanna Rothman 
o Implementing Diversity by M. Loden 
o Managing Diversity: A Complete Desk Reference and Planning Guide by L. Gardenswartz and 

A. Rowe.  
o Managing Diversity: People Skills for a Multicultural Workplace, by Norma Carr-Ruffino 
o People Styles at Work: Making Bad Relationships Good and Good Relationships Better, by 

Robert Bolton and Dorothy Grover Bolton 
o Race Matters by Cornell West 
o Selling Women Short: Gender and Money on Wall Street, by Louse Marie Roth 
o Straight Talk about Gays in the Workplace: Creating an Inclusive, Productive Environment for 

Everyone in Your Organization, by Liz Winfeld and Susan Spielman 
o The Flight of the Creative Class: The New Global Competition for Talent, by Richard L. Florida 
o The Real Pepsi Challenge: The Inspirational Story of Breaking the Color Barrier in American 

Business, by Stephanie Capparell 
o The Rise of the Creative Class: And How It’s Transforming Work, Leisure, Community and 

Everyday Life, by Richard L. Florida 
o Pikes Peak Library District - Diversity 

 
o Add Your Own:  

RESOURCES 
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 Best-selling Fiction/Non-Fiction Diversity Resources 
 

o All Quiet on the Western Front, by Erich Maria Remarque 
o American Chica: Two Worlds, One Childhood, by Marie Arana.   
o As I Lay Frying, by Fay Jacobs   
o Bait and Switch: The (Futile) Pursuit of the American Dream, by Barbara Ehrenreich 
o Beloved by Toni Morrison 
o Bless Me Ultima by Rudolfo Anaya 
o China Boy by Gus Lee 
o Debating Race, by Micheal Eric Dyson 
o Dreams from My Father: A Story of Race & Inheritance, by Barack Obama 
o Driven Out: The Forgotten War Against Chinese Americans, by Jean Pfaelzer 
o Expat: Women’s True Tales of Life Abroad, edited by Christina Henry de Tessan 
o How the Garcia Girls Lost Their Accents, by Julia Alvarez 
o I Feel Bad About My Neck: And Other Thoughts on Being a Woman, by Nora Ephron 
o Island Boy, by Dhyan Lal 
o Interpreter of Maladies, by Jhumpa Lahiri 
o Literature from the Axis of Evil and Other Enemy Nations,  
o Lobster Chronicles: Life on a Very Small Island, by Linda Greenlaw 
o Maud Martha, by Gwendolyn Brooks 
o Middlesex, by Jeffrey Eugenides 
o Multicultural Manners: Essential Rules of Etiquette for the 21st Century, by Norine Dresser 
o One Bullet Away: The Making of a Marine Officer, by Nathaniel C. Fick 
o The Bill from My Father, by Bernard Cooper 
o The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time, by Mark Haddon 
o The Girl on the Magazine Cover: The Origins of Visual Stereotypes in American Mass Media, 

by Carolyn L. Kitch 
o The Handmaid’s Tale by Margaret Atwood 
o The Heart is a Lonely Hunter, by Carson McCullers 
o The Kite Runner, by Khaled Hosseini 
o The Man Who Killed a Deer by Frank Waters 
o The Night Trilogy by Ekie Wiesel 
o Thirteen Moons, by Charles Frazier 
o To Kill a Mockingbird, by Harper Lee  
o Tuesdays with Morrie by Mitch Albom 
o Without Excuses: Unleash the Power of Diversity to Build Your Business, by Joe Watson 
o Writers of the American West: Multicultural Learning Encounters, by John Stansfield 

 
o Add Your Own:  

 
 
 
 
If you want to find training ideas: 
 
    Training/Program Ideas  
 

o Diversity, The ASTD Trainer's Sourcebook by T. Rasmueen, Tina Rasmueen and Richard L. 
Roe 

o Diversity Activities and Training Design by Julie O’Mara 
o Experiential Activities for Intercultural Learning edited by H. Ned Seelye 
o Multicultural Projects Index: Things to Do to Celebrate Festivals, Cultures and Holidays 

around the World by Mary Anne Pilger 
o Transformation Tips™  by Jody Alyn 

 
Add Your Own: 
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If you are looking for community groups/resources 
 
 
Community Organizations:  
 

 
§ African American Voice www.africanamericanvoice.net 
§ The Colorado Springs Diversity Forum info@cospdiversityforum.org 

www.cospdiversityforum.org 
§ Citizens Project www.citizensproject.org (719) 528-1954 
§ Colorado Springs Black Leadership Forum  www.csblf.org (719) 329-7848 
§ Colorado Springs Black Chamber  www.csblackchamber.org (719) 487-9176  
§ Colorado Springs Chinese Cultural Institute www.cscci.org (719) 287-7624 
§ Colorado Springs Chinese Language School www.cschineseschool.org (719)540-5338 
§ Colorado Springs Indian Community www.cosindia.com  
§ Colorado Springs NAACP  www.coloradospringsnaacp.org (719)475-7255 
§ Community Partnership for Child Development www.cpcdheadstart.org (719) 635-1536 
§ Cultural Office of the Pikes Peak Region (COPPeR)  www.coppercolo.org  (719) 477-0185 
§ El Cinco de Mayo Colorado Springs www.elcinco-cs.org  
§ El Paso County Department of Human Services http://dhs.elpasoco.com (719) 636-0000 

Monthly awareness events—open to the public 
§ El Pomar Emerging Leaders Development Program www.elpomar.org (719) 633-7733 
§ The Gay and Lesbian Community Center www.ppglcc.org (719) 471-4429 
§ Gay and Lesbian Fund for Colorado www.gayandlesbianfund.org (719) 473-4455 
§ GLTBA Chamber of Commerce© http://coloradospringsgaychamber.org (719) 471-4429  
§ The Greater Colorado Springs  Chamber of Commerce  (719) 635-1551                          

www.coloradospringschamber.org 
§ Hispanic Leadership Council (719) 432-7247 
§ The Indian Center www.coloradospringsindiancenter.com (719) 599-8630 
§ Japan America Society of Southern Colorado www.japanamerica.org  
§ Southern Colorado Women's Chambers of Commerce www.scwcc.com (719) 442-2007 
§ Other Area Chambers 

o Asian Chamber (303) 595-9737 
o Latino Chamber of Commerce of Pueblo (719) 542-5513 
o Rocky Mountain Indian Chamber of Commerce (303) 629-0102 

§ Pikes Peak Jewish Leadership Council  
§ Pikes Peak United Way 2-1-1 http://www.ppunitedway.org/  dial 2-1-1 or (719) 955-0742  
§ Rocky Mountain Women’s Film Festival  www.rmwfilmfest.org (719) 226-0450 
§ The Greenburg Center for Learning and Tolerance, Temple Shalom (719)634-5311 
§ The Pikes Peak Library  www.ppld.org (719) 531-6333  
§ The Resource Exchange http://www.tre.org/  (719) 380-1100 
§ Urban League of the Pikes Peak Region www.ulcolospgs.org (719) 634-1525 
§ University of Colorado at Colorado Springs Matrix Center for the Advancement of Social 

Equity and Inclusion www.uccs.edu  or aferber@uccs.edu 
 

 
There are many resources in our community and while this is not meant to be a 
comprehensive list, please contact us if you’re part of an organization we’ve missed 
so we can make appropriate additions!  
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Colorado springs Diversity Forum Diversity and Inclusion Award Winners: 
 
 
The Pikes Peak Coalition of Chambers has presented these awards from 2002 through 2007. 
Beginning in 2008 Colorado Springs Diversity Forum (CSDF) began awarding organizations 
representing different business and organizational segments. Contact CSDF for award 
process information. 
 
2002 
§ Kaiser Permanente   
§ Colorado Springs Utilities   
§ Aspen Diversified Industries  ( 
 
2003   
§ Checks Unlimited (Deluxe) American 

Facility Maintenance Group   
§ Devereaux Cleo Wallace   
 
2004  
§ Intel  
§ Pikes Peak Community College  
 
2005  
§ Peak Vista Community Health Centers   
§ Agilent Technologies  
§ Colorado Springs Utilities  
 
2006   
§ Booz Allen Hamilton   
§ Memorial Health System   
 
2007  
§ Kennedy Center Imagination 

Celebration   
§ Aeroflex Inc.   
§ Wells Fargo Equity Direct   
 
2008 
§ T. Rowe Price  
 
 

2010 
Daring to Dream:  
• The Matrix Center for Advancement of 

Social Equity; Inclusion  
• Jan Pro of Southern 
Steady and Strong:  
• Goodwill Industries;  
• Colorado Technical University 
Raising the Bar:  
• The Greenberg Center for Learning 

and Tolerance;  
• University of the Rockies 
 
2011 
Daring to Dream:  
• USA Swimming  
Steady and Strong:  
• Citizens Project;  
• Colorado Springs Conservatory;  
• HealthSouth Rehabilitation Center  
Raising the Bar:  

• Pikes Peak Library District;  
• Kaiser Permanente 

 
2012 
Daring to Dream:  
• United States Air Force Academy 
Steady and Strong:  
• University of Colorado at Colorado 

Springs 
• Progressive Insurance 
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If you are looking for trained facilitators.  
 

Recommended Local Consultants:  
 
 

§ Dana Rodenbaugh, Pikes Peak Workforce Center (719) 667—3750 www.ppwfc.org 
§ Jody Alyn, Jody Alyn Consulting (719) 385-0211  www.alynconsulting.com 
§ Meri Villane, CEDS/Creative Employee Development Solutions, (719) 473-6735 

www.mvillane.com  
§ Regina Walter, 4th Judicial District El Paso County, Juvenile Magistrate,  

(719) 448-7564 
§ Sam Sargent, Human Resource Asset Management Systems, (719) 339-2700, 

www.hrams.com  
• Gene Henderson, Henderson Consulting, (719) 380-1644, 

www.hendersonconsulting.org 
•  

 
 
There are many resources in our community and while this is not meant to be a 
comprehensive list, these consultants were active in this diversity project.  
 
 
If you are looking for videos or DVD’s to watch and discuss 

 
 
 
 

Videos/DVDs: 
 

§ A Day Without a Mexican 
§ A Tale of “O” 
§ Another Look: Defining Respect in Healthcare 
§ Babel 
§ Blue-Eyed 
§ Crash 
§ Diversity Through Character  
§ Generations: Effectively working in and managing a multi-age workforce 
§ Glory 
§ Great Minds on Respect, Tolerance and Diversity 
§ Hotel Rwanda 
§ Let’s Get Together: Communicating Respect in a Diverse Workplace 
§ My Big Fat Greek Wedding 
§ Rain Man 
§ Remember the Titans 
§ Schindler’s List 
§ The Eye of the Storm 
§ The Rabbit Proof Fence 
§ The Piano 
§ Village of 100 

 
§ Add Your Own:  
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 If you are looking for e-newsletters, ideas or web sites 
 
Websites and e-newsletters:  
 
 

§ www.adl.org   
 

§ www.africanamericanvoice.net 
 

§ www.alynconsulting.com 
 

§ www.cscci.org 
 

§ www.diversityinc.com 
 

§ www.diversitybeans.com 
 

§ www.diversityweb.org 
 

§ www.gaylinknews.com 
 

§ www.hispanianews.com 
 

§ www.historychannel.com/blackhistory 
 

§ www.icelebratediversity.com 
 

§ www.inspiringsolutions.com 
 

§ www.interviews.org/activities/gender_issues/gender_isues.htm 
 

§ www.ksg.harvard.edu/hunap 
 

§ www.naacp.org 
 

§ http://www.nclr.org 
 

§ www.pewhispanic.org 
 

§ http://www.rmwfilmfest.org/library.htm 
 

§ www.newsreel.org 
 

§ www.stanford.edu/group/King/index.htm 
 

§ www.trainingabc.com 
 

§ www.understandingprejudice.org 
 

§ www.volunteermatch.org 
 

§ Add Your Own: 
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Action Plan:  
 
I will commit to using the following resources in the next __________ to help foster diversity  
and inclusion in my workplace… 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Resource How When Status Results 
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“Prepare For Action” Plan 

Step One: Get Focused 
 

What do you want to work on? 
Why is it important to you and your 

business? 
How will fostering diversity add the 

greatest value to your organization? 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Step Two: Make it Actionable 
 

Describe the specific actions and 
deadlines that you’ll take to reach your 

objective. 
What’s the first step-by when? 

Next step- by when?  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Step Three: Involvement of 
Others 

 
Who will be involved in helping you with 

each action? 
What people or resources will help you?  
Identify someone who can help keep you 

accountable and give you feedback. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Step Four: Keep Track 
  

Keep track of your progress. Periodically 
assess where you intended to be and 

where you are. 
Share this with those whom you’ve 

identified in step 3.  
Stay the course! 
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       Extra Efforts 
 
 
 

“A journey of a thousand leagues begins with a single step.”  - Lao-Tzu 

Adding Value 
How have I added value for myself and my business through fostering diversity? 
 

§ List experiences where you feel “value” was added. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

§ How did the experience help you and your business?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Companies/Programs We Benchmarked 
List lessons learned. 
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Paths I’ve Crossed 
 
 

Use this space to list books read, tapes listened to, videos watched, cross-
functional teams you have participated in that have developed your diversity 

insights. 
 
 

 

 

 

Activity Notes/Insights 
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Reflections 
 
Reflect on what you’ve learned while fostering diversity and inclusion n your business. Ask yourself 
questions such as:  
*Because of what I learned, what might I do differently in my business or on my team? 
* What will be my biggest challenge? 
* What action can I take now?  
*A year from now, what do I hope will be different because of what I learned? 
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Company___________________________________________________ 

Name___________________ Contact Information:_________________________ 

Date____________________ 

1. Why did you request this toolkit? 

______To assist with recruitment efforts 

______ To assist with employee development programs 

______ To learn more about the subject matter 

______Other( please specify) __________________________________________ 

 

2. What was most beneficial or helpful? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. What was least helpful or beneficial? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. What should be added? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

5. What should be deleted? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

Additional Comments:  

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Thank you for your feedback! 

Please submit this form to: Info @cospdiversityforum.org 
 

Diversity Resource Guide Evaluation 
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About This Guide 
 
 
 
Initiated by the Colorado Springs Diversity Forum, this resource guide is the evolution of a 
Leadership Pikes Peak Alumni project to benefit both the Colorado Springs Diversity Forum 
and the community. It was the project team’s intent to provide small to medium size 
businesses with quality tools and resources to assist them in their journey toward fostering 
diversity and inclusion both in their organizations and the Pikes Peak region. Although this 
guide is targeted to smaller scale enterprises, it can be used successfully in any size 
organization. Design by © CEDS All rights reserved. 
 
 
Special thanks to:   
 
Meri Villane- CEDS/Creative Employee Development Solutions, Leadership Pikes Peak Class of 2003 
Jo Dufton Palmer- Gay and Lesbian Fund of Colorado, Leadership Pikes Peak Class of 2005 
Bev Agnew-IHN/Interfaith Hospitality Network, Leadership Pikes Peak Class of 1997 
 
 
 
And to:  
 
Yasin Ali- Colorado Springs Utilities 
Susan Saksa- Leadership Pikes Peak 
Mike Quinn- El Pomar Foundation  
Julie Boswell- EDC   
Judith Cara-Intel  
Jody Alyn-Jody Alyn Consulting   
Jacqueline Blubaugh-Booz Allen Hamilton 
Glen Bruels-Booz Allen Hamilton 
Dana Rodenbaugh- Pikes Peak Workforce Center 
 
 
 
 

The Colorado Springs Diversity Forum 
info@csdiversityforum.org 
www.csdiversityforum.org 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Revisions to this guide should be submitted to  CEDS/Creative Employee Development Solutions 

ceds@mvillane.com   (719) 473-6735  
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